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PRECO Electronics Introduces New Active Vision Systems for Medium- and
Heavy-Duty Trucks

PRECO's Delivery of Compact and Powerful Monitors and Cameras Allow Operators to
Maximize Cab Space with Comprehensive Collision Mitigation Technologies

Boise, Idaho and New Orleans, LA (PRWEB) May 09, 2017 -- PRECO Electronics, the global leader in heavy-
duty vehicle collision mitigation, today announced the immediate availability of its expanded vision system
offerings. PRECO’s new suite of monitors and cameras, including PreView® Monitor 5 HD, PreView®
Monitor 5 LD, PreView® Mini Cam, and PreView® Mirror Monitor, provides customers with a wide range of
flexibility and ability to integrate PreView® radar sensors to help mitigate accidents, improve fleet operations,
and further assist with blind spot monitoring.

“PRECO's new suite of monitors and cameras satisfies our customers demand for safety technology to improve
situational awareness for vehicle operators," said Tom Loutzenheiser(@tomloutz), Vice President of Business
Development at PRECO. “PRECO is the leader in integrating radar and vision technologies, and our new vision
systems provide fleets with more collision avoidance options.”

Introduced at the 2017 WasteExpo Conference, PRECO's suite of new cameras and monitors is in direct
response to the needs of PRECO’s growing customer base. PRECO’s expanded suite of monitors and cameras
allows medium- and heavy-duty fleets to maximize cab space and integrate the industry's most flexible blind
spot monitoring technology available. Specific products include the release of:

• PreView Monitor 5 HD: PRECO’s heavy-duty 5-inch monitor is water proof and can support up to three
cameras. The monitor can switch between all three-camera views when turn signals or reverse is engaged.
• PreView Monitor 5 LD: PRECO’s light-duty monitor is best suited for enclosed cab use. Great for on-road
fleet vehicles that don’t require a weather resistant outer shell.
• PreView Mirror Monitor: Developed for when cab space is at a premium, the PreView Monitor provides
operators with a top-of-the-line vision system while not competing with other devices in the truck.
• PreView Mini Cam: With three field of view options -120, 150 and 180 degrees- this compact camera allows
for easy 360 degree blind spot coverage with the addition of multiple cameras.

Today’s announcement builds upon PRECO's premium 7-inch vision system PreView® Plus. PRECO’s entire
suite of solutions provides operators with all-in-one heavy-duty safety systems that integrate cameras and
monitors with PRECO’s intelligent radar sensors.

PRECO is located at WasteExpo booth #1847, taking place May 8-11 at the New Orleans Ernest N. Morial
Convention Center.

About PRECO Electronics
PRECO is the global leader of collision mitigation solutions for heavy-duty equipment industries. PRECO
believes that those responsible for heavy-duty equipment operations have a desire to keep the people and
property around them safe and free from harm. We design, engineer and manufacture collision mitigation
technology optimized for heavy-duty equipment. Our safety products have survived the industry’s most
rigorous testing for unstoppable performance in the harshest working conditions imaginable, so operators and
fleets can perform with greater confidence and peace of mind.
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Established in 1947, PRECO has been providing safety solutions to heavy-duty industries for almost 70 years.
Learn more at www.PRECO.com and follow us on Twitter @PrecoElec.
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Contact Information
Bill Cox
PRECO Electronics
http://www.preco.com
+1 208.381.0001

Tamara Humphreys
PRECO Electronics
http://www.Preco.com
208.323.7110

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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